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Mobile Guarding Alarm Response

When you rely on Mobile Guarding to monitor your alarm systems, you know the first response
will always be the correct response.

False alarms can put stress on any security system
and cost you needless time, expense and goodwill. With Securitas USA Mobile Guarding in place,
alarms are monitored and thoroughly vetted
before any emergency personnel are dispatched.
Should there be an actual emergency, you can rest
easy knowing that both the off-site monitoring
personnel and your Mobile officer are highly
trained professionals, able to respond to any sort
of security breach, threat or concern.

Advances in technology mean that our off-site
monitoring stations can keep your perimeter
and facility under constant watch. Each center is
staffed with specially trained officers with the tools
needed to quickly take appropriate action, such as
repositioning cameras, making announcements
over loudspeakers or summoning the appropriate
emergency providers. This combination of services
offers you a comprehensive security solution that
fits your needs as well as your budget.

Advantages of Mobile
Guarding Alarm Response:
• In the case of a legitimate breach
or threat, Securitas USA officers will
call in the right response, whether
Mobile officer, law enforcement or
other emergency personnel
• Remote surveillance allows officers
at our off-site monitoring centers
to identify and deactivate false alarms
instantly. This saves you money on
false alarm fees and helps maintain
an excellent relationship with
local responders.
• Advances in video analytics enable
us to calibrate cameras to recognize
triggers and alert us of these potential
issues before they become a problem.
• Real-time reporting instantly alerts you
to any security issues.

How Mobile Guarding
Alarm Response Works:
• Securitas USA professionals perform
a detailed security analysis and work
with you to create a security protocol
based on a custom-tailored combination of state-of-the-art technology,
round-the-clock monitoring and
regularly scheduled inspections at
random intervals.
• Our experts can install, program
and monitor any needed equipment
to help protect your perimeter and
facility, or utilize your existing
surveillance system.
• Highly trained Securitas USA officers
are posted at remote monitoring
centers and respond promptly to any
security breach or threat.

A knowledge leader in security
Mobile Guarding by Securitas USA gives you
comprehensive security in innovative and costeffective packages. Cutting edge technology
and software combined with specially trained
Mobile officers creates real-time security that
helps prevent incidents, optimizes security
officers’ time and reduces costs.
Securitas USA offers a broad range of services
that include specialized guarding, technology
solutions, remote guarding and corporate risk
management; we customize offerings that
are suited to the individual customer’s needs.
From small businesses to large corporations,
our 100,000 employees make a difference
every day.
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For more information on
how Securitas USA can offer
integrated guarding alternatives
for your security program, please
contact us at 877-281-5543
or visit www.securitasinc.com
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